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RTI REQUEST DETAILS

Registration No. : IIFCL/R/2019/50017 Date of Receipt : 12/12/2019

Type of Receipt : Online Receipt Language of Request : English

Name : MOHIT Gender : Male

Address : HYDERABAD, HYDERABD

State : Telangana Country : India

Phone No. : Details not provided Mobile No. : +91-7011856375

Email : udimalhotra@gmail.com

Status(Rural/Urban) : Urban Education Status : Graduate

Is Requester Below
Poverty Line ? :

No Citizenship Status Indian

Amount Paid : 10 ) Mode of Payment Payment Gateway

Request Pertains to :

Information Sought : Please give information with respect to following
1. What is the salary and perquisites offered to newly recruited Assistant
Manager, and what are the monetary and non -monetary perks provided to
them . Please give the complete Break up of the total remuneration and
allowances given to them. Are staff quarters provided to them and how
much time does it take for a new recruitee to get the quarters and if not
whether how much HRA amount is given to them . Is any annual festival
allowance or bonus given to them in a year. What are the other benefits
provided to the recruitees . Is Loan , CGHS Facilty available to them . Also
confirm what will be the inhand pay of a newly recruited Assistant Manager

2. What would be the tentative Scheme and syllabus of the examination
.When will the next recruitment be out for the aforementioned posts.. What
is the pattern cycle of the recruitment conducted..Is it conducted annually

3. Where are the newly recruited candidates posted and what are their duties
and functions. Is the posting location only in Delhi. Does their job include
frequent travelling and field work also. Do they have to work overtime and
are they also sent on foreign tours . Other than Delhi, where would be the
offices are likely to be opened . Can the Assistant Managers be posted at
project locations.What are the current project locations. Would there be any
targets allotted to the Assistant Managers and any action if they are not able
to achieve the same. What will be the working time and working days for an
Assistant Manager

4.What are the promotional aspects in this post and what is the minimum
time in which one gets promoted to next cadre. Please specify the hierarchy .
Also clarify whether the candidates on promotion can be transferred to other
locations

5. Is IIFCL a central government organisation . Please clarify as to whether
there is any proposal , even at initial stage that IIFCL be privatised

6. Please confirm whether this is equivalent to a Group A gazetted post in
the Central Government (in case employee wishes to go on Deputation to
other central govt organisations) . What is the outward deputation policy of
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the organisation

7. With respect to current recruitment cycle , I have 10 months experience in
a PSU Bank and 1 year 9 months experience as Grade A officer in a
financial Regulatory body. Whether this experience is acceptable for the post
of Assistant Manager as per the experience criteria mentioned in the
Advertisement
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